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1. Abstract German


1.1 Abstract English

In my thesis I will discuss the Competition law in Europe and worldwide. First I will look at the competition policy issues – why we need it, what are the benefits of it, how it is justified and how does it affect the mergers? As the system was developed to ensure that companies compete fairly with each other and if there is improper implementation of the competition policy rules by the government or the authorities to fight against occurrence of anti-competitive behaviour. Moreover, competition aims to encourage businesses to provide different range of products and services which shall be distribute to the consumers variety of choice. I will first focus on the justification which concerns the role of competition policy in a national environment and international markets. One of the aims of my discussion was to find what problems arise in the competition policy enforcement and how the emerging countries could deal with these problems. Such problem is with supply and demand side where monopolists earn from the customers more than it is expected. I will concern the European Competition Network as an effective mechanism for encouraging the European competition authorities to correspond and share information between each other in order to fight the problems. I will discuss as well the question such as what is the role of the Authorities and the Commission in dealing with various complains. In the emerging globalized world there are so many issues that are addressed and associated with competiton. That is why I will discuss the competition policy dealing with fixed prices, abuse of dominant position by certain parties to anticompetitive agreements, cartels or cross-border mergers. Moreover I will deal with the challenges that the Commission and European competition authorities face while they are trying to assist the governments and countries and monitor and investigate the cases which arise. State aid and subsidies is another problem that will be considered in my paper as well as the remedies which are again communicated through all the institutions in various frameworks coordinated in bilateral, multilateral and regional co-
operation (which are the key systems for co-operation between the different international and domestic agencies). Still these systems of co-operation are not developed enough to provide the effective co-operation in cases when one party is not experienced enough and is looking forward for some assistance from another (trying to become dominant in the relationship between them). But one major part of my paper will be the merger control system and its operation which include notification system (both voluntary and/or mandatory), the exchange and sharing of information, the monitoring and enforcement process of the remedies when in some cases it is necessary because the mergers often lead to problems such as posing threat to the market and the competition. The two types of most beneficial and more often imposed remedies will be discussed as well - behavioural and structural. I take some Reports and Regulations of OECD, the ICN and UNCTAD into account in the discussion that certain developments and changes shall be made in the DEEs jurisdictions as first they should look at the domestic competition law policy and then to establish a coherent framework to battle with the mergers and other anti-competitive practices that arise. In the end I will take a closer look at the liberalization in the globalized emerging countries that appear as a process of transferring public service entities to private actors that lead to different problems restricting the competition in the countries as the major victim were the domestic companies but on the other hand liberalization bring a new era which establish the movement for breaking a long standing public monopolies. But various reforms had been made and introduced by organization as WTO, ICN, UNCTAD, the European Commission and some governmental measures proposed for various internationally unified and agreed rules in interest of the national security, stability, welfare as it is the basic aim of the whole European world and partially purpose of the European competition policy to ensure that companies compete equally and fairly in the globalized internal market as I will provide with many examples.

2. Introduction

The European Union’s competition policy has been an important part of the EU’s work since it was set out in the Treaty of Rome in 1957. The aim of the treaty was to establish ‘a system ensuring that competition in the common market is not distorted’ through well-developed and effective competition rules which would help to ensure that the

---

European market functions properly and provide consumers with the benefits of a free market system – high quality products, variety of choices and reduced competitive prices. The system was developed to ensure that companies compete fairly with each other and appropriately applying the competition policy rules. These are the main motives of EU in fighting anticompetitive behavior; control mergers and state aid and reassures liberalization: low prices for all, better quality, wide variety of choice, innovative products, better competition.

The best way to enter the market and encourage the business development and production is to offer better price and stay competitive on the market. Then more people would afford to buy the product and it will increase the economy standard. But to fascinate the consumers the products need to offer better quality: to work better and last longer, also to have stable warranty scheme, better service and technical maintenance of the products and services. This would also lead to higher sales and will expand the market share as leading Competition aim. Moreover, competition aims to encourage businesses to provide different range of products and services which allow consumers to select the one which suits him/her best and which have some sort of a balance between price and quality, innovation, design, idea, technical features and etc. The major aim of the competition policy is to make stronger the companies and keep the interest of the enterprises not only inside the market but also worldwide against foreign competitors. I will first focus on the justification which concerns the role of competition policy in a national environment (closed economy) and later on in its international aspect. I will have a look at what happened with the emerging market. The main idea is all about offering best quality for lower price. What Professor Ehlermann referred to ‘competition means putting in more energy, more effort, more creativity in order to obtain better results. The motivation of the economic agents is probably purely individual but the result is favourable for society.’ As Adam Smith observed, ‘there is an invisible hand at work to take care of this.’ Can we expect that the market nowadays will emerge so easily and naturally by itself alone? Yes, but if it was not such a fast growing modern civilization with high level of production. There is a possibility of natural growth of the efficient market only if there are fair players, no barriers to entry and free flow of information mostly for the small


3 Ibid 1.
market players as in mind we have small businesses. And that is why the competition policy is created. But in economically developed world with intensive production there are more barriers to entry and more threats for the competition and suppliers as I will discuss later on the paper. I will discuss the request and supply side where the business monopolists earn more from less products on higher price and not from the quantity of the sales itself which lead to a negative impact on the market and their business as well. The lower level of production lead to less production and higher prices which make the customers displeased and market unprospective. Then the negative impact turned around into positive for the monopolists who earn more without an effort. The end result is: featureless executives, less technical innovation and production, neutral staff which affect the consumers who will get bad service and cannot even get something in return. The major problem is that monopolists usually face not the improvement of quality and innovation but aim at securing their position on the market and putting obstacles which is unfavourable in case of distortion of the market competition cases. The danger is that the legal barriers to entry may remain after the technical barriers have disappeared thanks to technological progress or market opening. Here I come with the conclusion that the competition policy is the one who will regulate and try to avoid the abuse of dominant position by the parties and I will look at the problems which are overcome with the policy – cartels, mergers, anticompetitive agreements and the liberalization process. I will have a closer look mostly on the merger control which competition policy operate and all its consequences. But I will start first with defining the competition in Europe.

3. **Competition in Europe**

With the globalization of the markets the problem is not addressed anymore to the national competition authorities (NCA) which usually are the one which deal with the case but now it is time to face the issue to the European Commission, the one dealing with illegal behavior, cartels and external problematic competition EU cases. The Commission has the power to investigate possible anticompetitive behaviour, to take binding decisions, impose substantial fines and have jurisdiction over large mergers in late 90s. Together with NCAs of the other countries it has power to enforce EU competition rules and their powers are similar and overlapping sometimes. The European Competition Network (ECN) makes able and effective the exchange of information between the NCAs and the European Commission and the application of the

---

competition rules. They easily decide which authority should apply what could help the particular issues for be solved, as soon as after 2007 this authorities use the EU competition rules for most of the decided cases. Through the ECN authorities look after the businesses and how they follow the competition rules to be in conformity with the standards without preventing the small companies from development and innovations. The authorities inform each other of proposed decisions and share experience and best practices and they also cooperate with the national courts which have power to decide on the EU competition law issues which arise on the region. Damages are available both for companies and consumers where unreasonable, illegal behavior restricting competition is found.

3.1 The competition rules

The European Economic Area (EEA) Agreements on which basis the Commission and the Authorities are working are similar to the competition rules in the EU where agreements which include price fixing and sharing of the market are prohibited if they distort the competition on the following market as to the Article 53 EEA. Only allowed in such cases are agreements that are in benefit of the society and involve economic improvements. Also prohibited are certain actions that will make the others leave the market such as abuse of dominant position by any of the companies with highest shares in this market as covered in Article 54. Equivalent is also the control of mergers and acquisitions for those entities which may not be established or have their registered office in the EEA but if they operate in a course of business in the territories could harm the competition.

3.2 The role of the Authority

---

5 Decision of the Council and the Commission 94/1/ECSC/EC on the conclusion of the Agreement on the European Economic Area between the European Communities, their Member States and the Republic of Austria, the Republic of Finland, the Republic of Iceland, the Principality of Liechtenstein, the Kingdom of Norway, the Kingdom of Sweden and the Swiss Confederation [1993] OJ L1/1; [1994] OJL1/1
Here I come to the role of the Authority and the European Commission as leading regulators of the The EEA competition rules. The authority has the power to deal with complaints and prohibitions in Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway as soon as EFTA states follow the EEA competition rules. The Authority should monitor how the national authorities and states implement the competition rules and is powerful enough to take actions against those EFTA states which did not effectively control the undertakings or force them to apply rules contrary to the EFTA Agreement on European Economic Area (and especially Article 53 ad 54). The Commission on the other hand is independent from the states on which it has jurisdictions and same is with the Authority but as a contrast to the Commission it has wide variety of powers and can impose higher fines on businesses which did not comply with the competition rules. Same as the Commission, Authority, the national authorities and the courts as well as, the Authority and Commission together, can cooperate with each other in uniformity and both have supremacies to impose fines and prohibitions under the two Articles 53 and 54 which will make the market more secure according to the competition rules and will assure the rights of the citizens. This brings a new era of uniform competition rules system and will help them in more coherent interpretation. This is the leading aim of the Authority to develop a uniform system through the EEA and encourage a complete standardized implementation and application of the EEA competition rules. It is not impossible even for Commission and Authority to cooperate together because Article 53 and 53 are equivalent to the EC Treaty the case law of the ECJ is leading in the interpretation of the Articles. The Authority and the competition authorities of the EFTA States are entitled to be involved in cases that raise competition concerns in those States. There are two major documents Notice on cooperation within the EFTA Network of Competition Authorities and Notice on cooperation between the EFTA Authorities and the courts of EFTA states which deal with the cooperation between the Authority and other bodies in application of Article 53 and 54. Later on I will discuss the merger control rules and jurisdiction which are at all in the hands of the Commission.


4. What is the competition policy?

Not so dissimilar from the job of the EEA Authority is the work of the European Commission in trying to prevent illegal behavior and catch those who are aiming to secure their dominant market position using anticompetitive practices (such as sharing market between them in order not to allow others to enter into it). Together with the national competition authorities they are trying to prevent such practices, enforce the EU competition rules and ensure equality and fairness to all if not then to impose fines.

‘Through state aid, antitrust and merger control the Commission ensures undistorted competition within the internal market. This level playing field ensures access to the large and sophisticated EU internal market for all European companies, including small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).’ The internal market is largely associated with the competition policy because its aim is to provide the European society and consumers with better quality life at lowest price and if there anticompetitive conduct at stake both consumers and businesses can get damages for the fault made under the measures provided by the Commission. This leads again to the idea of fighting cartels, prevent the abuse of dominant position, support the ones who are at risk to distort the competition and control the mergers.

4.1 Main rules

Businesses are forbidden to exercise certain actions under the EU rules such as to fix prices or divide up markets amongst themselves (Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union\(^\text{10}\) (TFEU); abuse their dominant position in order to eliminate the smaller competitors (Article 102 TFEU\(^\text{11}\)); to merge with aim to gain control over the market without the approval of the European Commission even if they are based outside the EU (the merger regulation). Art 107 TFEU\(^\text{12}\) covers the assistance and monitoring to businesses through state aid and Commission such as grants, loans,

\(^9\) European Commission (n 1) 4.


certain rates and taxes. All the conditions such as the business to be economically sustainable should be fulfilled before enjoining the grands and state aid.

4.2 Anticompetitive agreements

To see why the competition policy is important I will have a look at what kind of faults could arise in the economic environment. An example is the anticompetitive agreements which are prohibited under Art 101 of the TFEU when they arise out of the intention of the parties to abuse their dominant position and restrict the competition on the market thought price fixing and resale price fixing between distributors and manufacturers, limitation of production for numerous reasons, when major companies agree on sharing market and customers between themselves and etc. All these fall under the anticompetitive agreements with negative impact for the market and are forbidden but if the purpose of the agreement is made in favour of the consumers with the aim to improve the product, service such as a creation of a new product for whose creation more time is necessary and requires more resources in research and development (for working alone than working in cooperation with someone else); and or only possible if made in a joint production; after a sale or purchase of standards from other under such an agreement; or involve enterprises which have no impact on the overall market because they are with less market shares but to be competitive to the most powerful companies they are entering into such a cooperation with other less influential ones. Then and only in such cases the agreement is seen as positive and the Commission would probably allow its existence. The problem is not to have dominant position on the market but the company to use the obligation of its dominant position to exclude or ban someone from entering the market. This is completely prohibited under Art 102 TFEU. But it also includes agreements which are not intended to restrict the competition. These are agreements between direct competitors or between suppliers and commercial buyers known as vertical agreements which sometimes have positive effects on the competition. When such an agreements grant exclusivity to the parties or restrict the use of any products this could lead to distortion of the competition. 'In fact what vertical agreements produce is a mixture of supply-side rigidities and incentives. Part of the clauses can be really beneficial, e.g. by providing legal security for the parties which will allow them to undertake supplementary activities and accept supplementary risk.'\textsuperscript{13} Such an agreements

\textsuperscript{13} S. Depypere (n 2) 1.
may have negative impact on the innovation and inventiveness then it comes the need from transparent competition system to provide guidances and regulations in order to strike a balance in the relations between competitors as well as to prohibit when its required such agreements. This becomes "High Tech" competition technology.\textsuperscript{14} The system deals with some problems in particular time frame limit thought the exemption regulations which are only available for certain types of agreements. The issue with special rigths and mergers is similar with those raised by monopolies and dominant positions in such agreements and will be discussed further below. So we should touch upon before that the issue of cartels, state aid monitoring.

4.3 Cartels

We discussed already the danger of monopoly and we should turn now to the demand and supply side of the cartels. What are they and how they restrict competition? The anticompetitive agreements could be also ‘cartels where companies agree to avoid competing with each other, or agree the prices at which their products will be sold.’\textsuperscript{15} This is seen as ‘association or an agreement between independent entrepreneurs to do away partially or entirely with competition’\textsuperscript{16}. The most injurious one is known as "hard-core cartel", i.e. 'a "horizontal" agreement between undertakings at the same level of supply which aims at particularly dangerous restrictions of competition such as price-fixing, market-sharing or limitation of production.'\textsuperscript{17} Cartels can be compared to a monopoly created by a small group of suppliers (buyers) and their purpose is to benefit the members similar to benefiting members of individual monopoly and reduce competition. This "hard-core cartel" is similar to an abuse of a monopoly by restricting the market supply and offering higher prices where both have no benefit to society and are detrimental to them. Again I see that it is the job of the competition policy to deal with it thought the law. It is necessary to enforce the law and not to allow the cartel members to benefit from the position. Cartels are illegal under EU Competition law because companies in cartels are trying to fix prices and escape from fighting with the small businesses and as a ‘bad’ thing the Commission is trying to battle it. As a result from

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{14} Ibid 1.
\textsuperscript{15} European Commission (n 1) 5.
\textsuperscript{16} S. Depypere (n 2) 1.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid 1.
\end{flushleft}
price fixing and deviding of markets consumers are faced with the problem of buying goods and services with lower quality on higher price which is absolutely NOT in conformity with the major aim of the Commission to create a competitive and fair market environment. This includes higher prices offered to customers when there is no variety of choice because there is no other competitive undertaking. Moreover, the elimination of the competitors on the market could be made when the company refuses to deal with certain supplier and choose to deal with others on preferencial discount basis. In such cases for the suppliers and customers is difficult to continue operating the business. Other point which shows abuse of the dominant position is lowering the sale price in an unreasonable way or charges in an unreasonable way the customers in order to exclude the others from the marker.

A huge problem for the Commission is catching and fighting the cartels which are created, united and guided by this principles as illegal they are made secretly and it is hard to find information and evidence against them. This was one of the reasons the Commission to create the ‘leniency policy’ that ‘offers companies involved in a cartel which confess and hand over evidence either total immunity from fines or a reduction of fines which the Commission would otherwise have imposed on them. Parties to a cartel case can also acknowledge what they did and accept their liability for it using the Commission’s cartel settlelement procedure.’\(^{18}\) The leniency policy makes the system workable and efficient, reduce fines and help the Commission to go through faster investigation procedures. Nevertheless, it is similar to the settlement dispute procedure where it did not seem to be a negotiation between the Commission and the cartels created.

4.4 Antitrust

We should be familiar with the term ‘antitrust’ as well, which refers to ‘action of preventing or controlling trusts or other monopolies.’\(^{19}\) This means that the Commission’s aim is to promote competition between businesses and not to distort it. There are some antitrust rules which deal with specific anticompetitive agreement conduct and also contain some of the powers of the Commission such as to investigate companies, enter and search premises for important documentation or other evidence

---

\(^{18}\) European Commission (n 1) 6.

\(^{19}\) Ibid 5.
which could be leading for tracing the case, examine any record or bank documents, inspect all the valuable stocks and shares, can request information from member of the company about facts important for the finalizing of the case and etc. In the Commission’s notices and guidelines\textsuperscript{20} could be found various signs for interpretation of the rules and also information about what is the aim of the policy.

4.5 State Aid

The case where Commission is taking the power in its hands is again when state aid on behalf of the state distort the EU competition because the state devote public money such as allowances, tax benefits, guarantees or others to support private companies or industries in the region which is absolutely anticompetitive because they become more strength then others, unless it is for specific purpose or in geniun interest to the public (Art 108 TFEU\textsuperscript{21}), it is prohibited under Art 107 TFEU. There are few exceptions when the Commission decide to allow the support but otherwise the support will not be allowed if distort the EU competition. ‘In the last couple of years the Commission has made it easier for EU countries to use aid targeted at market failures and objectives of common European interest. The Commission focuses its enforcement on cases with the biggest impact on the internal market, streamlining rules and taking faster decisions.’\textsuperscript{22} In some situations Commission allows the support because it is in the public benefit not to close certain entity and reduce the empymet or loosing certain kind of important production for the entire market. The major questions which arise during the decision to stop the state proceeding with the aid or not is whether it will abuse part of the business or it will be with more positive impact for the customers. Mostly allowed benefits are in the spheres of research and development for the small enterprises but this is done after a strict monitoring by the Commission which includes approval for the allowance and assessment of harm which could be caused to other. There should be a calculation of the subsidies and have in mind other benefits given. The Commission is free to receive any

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functionain of the European Union [2008] OJ 115 Art 108 (ex Art 88 TEC) ch 1 section 2
\item \textsuperscript{22} European Commission (n 1) 5-6.
\end{itemize}
comments and suggestions as well as provide information for the whole process and all the businesses that are benefiting through the time collected in an open EU system available for everyone. Such system will start working since 2016 in all European countries and ‘citizens in all EU countries will be able to find information on subsidies over €500 000 on the internet. This should help make the European economy more competitive on the global market.’

There is a different type of aid that damages the market and make some competitors unfaithful and discourages them. This is when producers did not make appropriate aid and produce wrong quantity of goods or make a ‘bad’ investment which lead others to switch off from the market. I am talking about aid for certain kind of production and goods which are more benefited than others and this is different from state aid where certain consumers gain the benefit from the aid. This kind of benefit could lead to market failure and clear need from aid policy is necessary. There is a problem with the postitive and negative ‘externalities’ which follow the outside investment of certain company which invest in an alternative products just because they cannot use the investment other way around and ‘underinvestment is borne then by someone else.’ What needs to be done is to "internalise the externalities" that means taking such measures that the company will take account of the external effects during its own decision process.

Such measures can be taken on behalf of the Commission through the competition policy providing aid scheme and monitoring as well as by giving aid or imposing certain regulations. Some aids such as covering the uncertain costs of production should be escaped because they could result in an unhappy competitors aiming to leave the market but other aids such as environmental protection and regional development is important to be faced. A monitoring scheme can only be effective if it is transparent and conditions intented to be met are fulfilled as well as when the authority is reliable enough to control the competition policy and all its issues. As we saw there are various ways which could lead to abuse of the market power. All these pressures endangered the society and to avoid such harms effective competition policy and enforcement is at stake. ‘Competition policy must not only be applied, it must also be

---

23 Ibid 5-6.
24 S. Depypere (n 2) 1.
25 Ibid 1.
expected to be applied. If we succeed in doing this we produce a Public Good which is welfare enhancing for the benefit of society at large.\textsuperscript{26}

4.6 Mergers

After the discussion of the possible aids, agreements and dominance I should take a closer look at the mergers and how they affect the competition. The European Commission is the one who review and authorize the mergers, not only in one country (that is done by the national competition authorities (NCAs)) but also betweenountries of the EU, being valid and allow them to merge only if there is no suspicion of any harm that could lead to distortion of the competition on the market or higher price, less choice and less favourable good/services for the consumer. Such a merger can be effective and fair if it is with the aim of developing innovative product with competitive price or a scheme and could be efficient for the market which will maintain the competition and consumer will benefit from high class goods on better price. The Commission is the one who should ensure that there is no distortion on the competitive market and if so can prohibit such merger by its regulations which include the rules for assessment and procedural issues when they reduce the competition by making one company dominant and powerful more than others on the market.

Important are only the mergers with certain high level threshold and does not matter whether they are registered in EU or not or whether there office and manufacturing is outside EU if they affect the EU market they are under the control of the Commission of NCAs in some circumstances if they are an important player on the market. The Commission may prohibit such merger and may impose certain measures or fines against the competitor together or in cooperation with the NCAs, not to allow distortion of the market if the merging companies are in dominant position and abuse its position to block the market. The merger will only be allowed and could proceed if after the investigation Commission conclude that the market competition is restored and there is no suspicion of disorder. If during transfer of shares between companies or buying other companies expertise and equipment the Commission is not pleased with the conditions fulfilled then it could prevent the merger from merging.

4.6.1 Role of the Authorities

\textsuperscript{26} Ibid1.
I will take a closer look now at the merger control of cross-border mergers and the absence of proper competition regime which could eliminate the problems in the cross-border merger control system. Moreover I will talk over the increasing role of the Authorities on that process and mostly in the cooperation they are engaged with the other authorities. There should be an effective cross border merger control regime in every country which should regulate the mergers but often it is not that simple because it could lead to problems in most developed countries which will cause problems due to overlaps with the competition law rules. Such challenges are often faced by many developing and emerging economies (DEEs) given the complexities of enforcing competition law in these economies due to lack of resources, an inadequate legal framework, the absence of a proper competition culture, the difficult transition towards a market-based economy, the dominance of industrial policy, problems with implementation, and the role of foreign direct investment (FDI).27 The leading part in the discussion will be the focus on the cooperation between the competition authorities and the development of the transactions they make which include interpretation of the law, monitoring, taking important decision and imposing remedies together. Such a cooperation which is separated in three leading groups: multilateral, regional and bilateral (the major player in the effective review of cross-border mergers) will encourage the authorities to do their job.28 With the market expansion the focus is more centralized on the competition authorities to strictly review the cross-border transactions, enforce and control regime over it because more and more cases affect the market not only inside but worldwide touching several countries’ interests. The absence of effective control over the mergers could lead to various economic, trade and law problems but valid and efficient such could help to prevent problems with the emerging economies, also will help the prosperity of stronger economic market place, happy consumers and business outcomes in different sectors. The system of cross-border merger control is really important and requires striking ‘a balance between competition policy and other public policy considerations, most notably social and industrial policy.’29 Together with these other considerations also should be beared in mind such as legal, technical and functional issues, the overlap

28 Ibid 1.
between the legal rules and business plans, the overlaps between the global, regional and domestic interests.30 DEEs face numerous challenges when seeking to regulate cross-border mergers such as lack of financial and other resources because it is a largely developed and fast growing process. Furthermore, sufficient expert positions in law and economics which will be useful for completing the necessary issues. There is an absence of appropriate legal framework which usually is necessary to regulate the cross-border mergers which compels the DEEs to use the basic law provisions to control the mergers. This cause a problem in the state positions which did not give full power to DEEs to control the economic competition process and lack competition culture. There are some implementation doubts about the slow process of implementing the competition policy in DEEs due to governmental issues.

4.6.2 Direct foreign investments

The idea of DEEs is for moving from centralised to market-based economy which is really difficult to become true but only then the competition could be an efficient process. Likewise, there is a problem in the industrial policy considerations which play a leading role in the policy formulation and take part in economically important decision-making which in fact unconsciously leave the competition outside the decisions. Attention should be paid as well to the foreign investments which encourage the development of the global economy but effective policy and monitoring should be established with the focus mostly on the cross-border mergers which could lead to groundless investments with different outcome. DEEs should develop a system which will apply uniformly to all states because now the challenges in each country are addressed in different way. A generalized uniform system should be build to secure the competition on the market in the same way and not to allow more free way in some of the states.31 But what if such uniform system is developed and the relationship between both merger control and competition policy itself and FDI overlap? This is largely discussed and number of opinions had been raised. The discussion goes around the question whether the existence of effective merger control in DEEs encourages or discourages FDIs. Some of them say that effective merger control should not impact adversely and negatively on efforts of DEEs to attract FDI. Some other legislations gave a broad opinion that the merger control might discourage FDI but most

31 Ibid 10.
of them say that the control system shall not have negative impact on the FDI even if it exist and has effect on it. In some countries DEEs countries such as Korea, Morocco, Brazil and some African countries ‘FDI may have priority over merger control because FDI policy is already developed as part of the economic development standard system by them.’

Every single economy should be looked at separately on case-by-case basis and not be put at the same boat because different experiences and objections arise in each country policy when discussing the relationships between the merger control and FDI. In each country it is really important to have an effective co-operation between the competition authorities even when the government or the appointed ministers have power over the competition authorities to decide on the cases on non-competition relevant issues. Such non-competition grounds could be as to the economic enlargement or international effectiveness.

This kind of intervention on behalf of the government represents a considerable challenge for competition authorities to deal effectively in the course of their jurisdiction but if they did not interfere with each others job then the cooperation will lead to positive effects such as effective review of the cross-border transactions and consistent decisions.

4.6.3 Co-operation –multilateral, bilateral, regional

As I discussed already there are three major types of co-operation which help the authorities to minimize the unnecessary costs by working together on the cross-border mergers cases. These three types are: multilateral, regional and bilateral (which is the most important one) for which I will speak more now.

The bilateral co-operation is usually established through a formal system such as a bilateral contract, usually made to help the authorities to co-operate easily and facilitate the exchange of information between each other according to the merger review investigation that is at stake but there is enough evidence that even without such an agreement authorities could operate transfer information between their agents and the absence of such formal link did not obstruct their job in order to achieve a great co-operation. ‘It was noted that informal relationships can be particularly effective in forgoing strong links between competition authorities… and can take a form of email

32 Ibid 10.
33 Ibid 10.
communications, telephone calls and meetings along the sidelines of multilateral events and gatherings, such as those of the OECD and the ICN.\textsuperscript{34} Such cooperation is between the EC-US joint merger working groups, the OECD, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) known as ‘Merger Steamlining Groups’ and ICN today as well, are all working over greater convergence in merger control. They co-operate mostly in defining the potential of procedural convergence over substantive convergence as procedural one is much easier to facilitate and it can reduce a number of jurisdictions examining the merger, as well as reduce costs because most of them are brought by the merging groups.\textsuperscript{35} Before explaining the three major co-operations I could say that there is really close case co-operation between the EC Commission and the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and Department of Justice during the merger review and this often involve co-operation on procedural matters such as synchronising of the review and accumulate each others hearings and substantive matters as discussing the remedies and market definitions. As an evidence for a great co-operation between the FTC and the European Commission on competition matters (such as discussing remedies) is the case Bayer/ Aventis Crop Science.\textsuperscript{36} Sanofy-Synthelabo/Aventis case is another example of close co-operation between the Commission and the FTC concerning multiple pharmaceutical market, intellectual property rights and third party interests in US. The merger was effective only after a really high ranking investigation and co-operation between EC and US authoritries.\textsuperscript{37} This kind of co-operation between US and EU authorities which often takes place is known as bilateral co-operation which is the key type of co-operation in the international merger control. This co-operation has few comparators, setting aside the co-operation possible within the European Competition Network (ECN) and EFTA due to the overarching political framework existing in Europe. Often the cooperation between EC and Japanese, Mexican, Australian authorities is greater than the one with the US even with the cases in which Canadian enterprises are involved. It happens often that merger that needs to be investigated under the merger control review over several national jurisdictions did not fall under the bilateral agreement co-operation and sometimes it is not even a co-operation. To have
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such co-operation in place there should be a strong relationship and faith on behalf of the both authorities and the merger should be mutually beneficial to each other. This process involves many factors and sometimes it is really hard to define whether there is a bilateral co-operation or not.\textsuperscript{38}

**Multilateral co-operations** are usually these which engage various interests of multilateral merging states and for example are these which include the co-operation in investigation of the merging process between the European Commission, US and the Canadian authorities and there is often help from the FTC. This is usually a compilation of different principles and recommendations produced by different competition authorities on international level. Sometimes it is hard to get a multinational conclusion and co-operate because there is a lack of ‘mutual benefit’ in such cases. The difference in the various concurrent merger reviews often leads to difficulty to achieve a good degree of multilateral co-operation. There may be also a delay in the process and sometimes the parties loose the major point of the discussion and what is more common is to describe the case as a bilateral co-operation involving various multilateral examples. The Alcan/Pechiney II case gives an example of this type of international cooperation in the investigation merger control system.\textsuperscript{39} The most likely used model is the soft law one in such co-operations which did not impose rules, principles and standards on DEEs or on their competitive authorities and which allow harmonization of the principles. In the end I could say that it is an effective international prototypical system in the investigation process of the merger control.\textsuperscript{40}

Close co-operation in concurrent merger review is possible and the **regional co-operation** confirms that as a new phenomenon in the fastly developing world. To have effective merger control there should be at least some in most of the countries in which the merger takes place or in these concerned. But there are many issues that should take place such as the exchange of information between authorities which is important for the whole process of investigation and review and safeguards should be put at stake but still there are many serious concerns involved in the cross-border merger. There is one major problem which the authorities met. This is the hard authorization to exchange information which should be given by the merging parties themselves under the local or international
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That makes the process cumbersome and time consuming and usually impossible. But in the last few years things changed and two important updates had been given. First, ‘the number of cross-border merger cases in which competition authorities exchanged confidential information (for example, through the use of a confidentiality waiver granted by the merging parties) has increased.’ And second in order to enforce the cross-border merger merging parties have the interest to go into a faster procedure through fully and unconditionally disclosure of the whole confidential information with the authorities which simply mean to waive the right authorities to ask for authorization to use the confidential information which concerns them. This would enable the authorities to cooperate freely. ‘Some competition authorities reported the use of these waivers as standard practice.’ Nevertheless, that the authorities are simply allowed to use the confidential information they should be careful because the merging parties are sensitive as to that information and if something happened against their interest could lead to really ‘heavy’ costs out of the impossibility to conclude the transactions. The business community is trying to limit the burden, both financial and time-consuming, that is imposed on the merging parties who originate from different jurisdiction, like translation of documents in the various languages and presenting them to two and more different competent agencies with same aim where double higher costs occur during the multi-jurisdictional review. Few suggestions for the competition authorities were proposed. First, ‘to implement relevant ICN and OECD recommendations and best practices on asserting jurisdiction over merger transactions and co-operation between competition authorities’ which will reduce the authorities which overlap their functions in reviewing same mergers, simply eliminate the irrelevant once or harmonise their job and strengthen the transparency and legal certainty. There should be one basic language for filling and submission of the documents, usually English which will reduce the time for translation which is often cumbersome, also an average system for filling the documents which would make the review easier and faster for both merging firms and agencies. There is already a movement in the sphere with the last adopted Regulation on co-operation
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through the Internal Market Information System and the Commission\(^{45}\) which entered into force in 2012 and was considered and accepted by the European Parliament in July 2015 and is simply waiting for the Commission’s approval. It was considered that legalization and translation of important documents such as registration of the company or other certificates will not be necessary any more and all the documents with significant importance for countries in the European Union will begin to be created in few central European languages include the national from which the document originated. This simply mean that the investigation process and exchange of information between the agencies and the Commission in the internal market areas will become easier and especially in course of mergers or when one company wants to transfer its business in other European company the procedure will be much more easier. As soon as all countries are obliged to fulfill with the Regulation transparency will be achieved.

4.6.3 Notification – voluntary, mandatory

There are two types of systems of notification – voluntary and mandatory (most common and widely supported) but both of them have its advantages and disadvantages. The voluntary system have some advantages because it did not impose such a great burden on the merging parties and allow the authorities to freely focus only on transactions that they foresee to have a hostile effect on the competition but on the other hand it has more disadvantages and could damage the competition if it is proceeded without a proper control. More pressure will occur to parties as a result of the voluntary system if there is a late notification and this would have a negative effect over the effectiveness of the whole international co-operation between the reviewing agencies. This is a further disadvantage of the voluntary system. Problems could occur after the merger is completed if the countries are operating under the voluntary system but the cross-border merger is allowed through the mandatory reviewing system by the competition authorities. In such cases the competition authorities should carefully make a plan or consider future de-merger if it could harm the interests of the business or market competition. That is why majority of the parties choose the mandatory notification system as its advantages prevail over the disadvantages.

4.6.4 Remedies

Competition authorities co-operate also in case to create and impose remedies if needed in cross-border merger cases and this process should carefully be maintained in order to inspire them. Co-operation between authorities is important in order to design the merger remedies and it helps a lot the process but still there are some obstacles for the co-operation and these are for example the restrictions imposed by the confidentiality. Behavioural remedies are the ones which sometimes lead to over-regulations and are applied by the agencies in DEEs but behavioural remedies were found as appropriate for DEEs ‘given the difficulties in DEEs to find suitable purchasers who would be interested in purchasing the assets to be divested.’

Sometimes the competition authorities in DEEs are unable to enforce their action against a major firms which have different from the jurisdiction enjoyed by the authorities that are involved in the cross-border merger and the assets and shares owned by the company are established in the region of this foreign jurisdiction but on the other hand there are many cases in which competition authorities managed to impose successfully the structural remedies.

In the end I will speak about the ‘Free-riding’ between the competition authorities which happens when one of the authorities has no power in the jurisdiction of the other DEEs in order to complete the cross-border merger review. This is for example with the case of more experienced competition authorities where it is really beneficial to the one with less jurisdictional grounds in the local market of the pointed DEE. ‘Free-riding can benefit both the competition authorities in DEEs and the merging parties: the former economise on their scarce resources and the latter benefit from a reduction in the burden and costs associated with cross-border mergers.’

4.7 Conclusion

Finally, I would say that close co-operation in concurrent merger review as already seen above is possible and often takes place but also there are still limitations which bar from entering an extensive co-operation on more than a bilateral basis for the reasons already discussed. While the well working case co-operation involve the EC and US competition authorities (examples are the cases stated above) there are not so many examples of clear co-operation between larger (excluded from consideration are the small groups of identical settled competition authorities) authorities when left out from the consideration

are both ECN and EFTA. Furthermore, it is more difficult to be engaged in larger multi-jurisdictional merger review than to be involved in close co-operation which appeared in cartel investigation cases.’ The system of cooperation in cross-border merger control still develops in the area to limit the costs and time which is borne by the merging parties. It was all about to reduce the unnecessary costs, establish clearer and easier procedure for cooperation which will be necessary to minimize the subjectivity. Only after that Competition authorities would be able to effectively cooperate in order to enforce merger control laws and conduct merger control reviews.49

5. Merger control in deep

I will discuss more deeply into details the special nature and characteristics of merger control, the strengths and weaknesses of the DEEs in dealing with the mergers and in the end of the further consequences of the cooperation between authorities. ‘Merger control is a unique aspect of competition law.’50 ‘Merger operations are a business phenomenon, and are therefore distinct in fundamental respects from other key antitrust conduct, such as cartels and abuse of dominance.’51 Sometimes there is an overlap between the merger and the other antitrust conducts which have negative effect where mergers involve structural issues different from temporary behavioural issues and have positive effect nevermind that could steered to abuse of dominant position when one of the competitive parties is using its power to strengthen its positions on the market. Mergers directly affect the industry as they are one of the leading players in the development of the economy.52

It is important to point out what is the role of the merger control as a main player in the financial market and stock exchange and how it can be regulated through variety of rules not to impose any marketable or pecuniary risk to the public and businesses but to help them to develop a secure system for their investments and to led to positive influence on the economy, protecting both competition and consumers. Moreover merger control is trying to prevent the occurrence of monopolistic results. ‘This point is of crucial importance for DEEs: merger control in such economies can have positive impact in
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terms of structuring different sectors of the economy and enhancing the prospects of stronger economic performance. Cross-border merger control involve many topics such as the competition policy regulation, jurisdictional and procedural approach and substantive issues as well as concerning various legal regimes according to the interests of the society and businesses on all of the grounds internationally, regionaly and domestically. All these issues interact with each other and for that reason the cross-merger control regime is so complicated focusing mainly on the economic outcomes and not so much paying attention on the merging process. But also this control regime system is aiming to guarantee and maintain the competition. ‘Merger control is designed to achieve public policy objectives concerned with the structure of industry within a particular jurisdiction.’ The specific objectives behind merger control, however, may differ between jurisdictions. Merger control is trying to achieve different things from protecting the consumers, both employees and emplyments, ensuring the fair competition on the market, encouraging the technical developments and promoting the international competitiveness of the local economy through establishing stable firms with well-developed plans. Nonetheless, the consensus around the world is that the objective of merger control is maintaining competitive market structures to safeguard consumer welfare. The OECD Merger Review Recommendation 2005 offers number of suggestions how to build an effective, efficient and timeless procedure which helps large number of merger operations to be completed. Moreover number of documentations had been posted by UNCTAD which deal with merger control and also useful is the OECD Report in international cooperation in transnational mergers from 2001 which is renewed during the meeting of the OECD Council in Paris in 2014.

5.1 Challenges faced by DEEs

---
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Those who are trying to establish a well developed control systems of mergers are the developing and emerging economies known as DEEs often fronting various difficulties. They have unique economic, social and political circumstances and particular care should be taken as to the fact that they are slightly different from the developed and advanced economies. There are four main variations where DEEs affect the cross-border merger. When, two or more foreign countries located in the same jurisdictions but one or more of them operate in the relevant DEE, when two or more firms are located in different jurisdictions, when foreign firms have no presence and operation in the former DEE but the merger could allow them entry and presence as such same as full function joint venture and the last one: when at least one firm is located in the relevant DEE. Then I should discuss what challenges DEEs face and how they are able to operate to keep the effective competition law regimes in the area of cross border merger control because in the past unsatisfactory attention was given to the challenges in this area but it is the same with the challenges faced by the other pitches of competition policy.

5.1.1 Absence of competition culture

The absence of a proper competition culture – I already concerned the lack of appropriate competition culture of the DEEs but it concerns number of factors and now I will look at it more deeply because it is a leading point. DEEs had no power in the market in the past and they were under the strong influence of the state which lead to unawareness for the economic process as a whole. Mostly widespread all over the world and especially in countries including Latin America, Africa and the Middle East is the trend that competition is mostly unfair practice where competitors defeat themselves by illegitimate instruments and this is meant by improper competition culture. When the principles are not understand in a correct way then this by default lead to impossibility of effective merger and the need for a strong competition law regime, with an independent and powerful competition authority. When there is no clear view of the significance and importance of the competition it could make the job of the DEEs groundless. The
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significant growth in the merging deals increase the attention and put the thought over the actions taken by DEEs to engage in competition advocacy and create domestic competition cultures. Moreover the focus is on the private players and their role in the competition and in the end on the denationalization. Moving towards to a market-based economy as stated above is only possible if a well-developed competition system is built in the exact country and the nearest example is China which starts with one of the first proposed laws which are trying to fight the anti-competitive behaviour the Anti-Unfair Competition law which came into force 1993. Later in 2007 this process evolved and new Anti-monopoly law (AML) was developed which was the first specific competition law in China applying generally to public, private, domestic and foreign owned firms. The AML mostly combined and developed similar to the already known laws from the emerging economies. So soon in 2009 the China’s Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) together with the Council of the People’s Republic of China (leading merger control authority in China) has adopted impressive number of guidelines and regulations: Guidelines for merger review of concentrations; Guidelines on notification of concentrations; Guidelines on merger filing documentations for the notification of concentration and Provisions on the Notification Thresholds for Concentration of Undertakings (2008); Measures for Calculating the Turnover of Financial Sector Undertakings in Notification of Concentration(2009); Measures on Notification of Concentrations issued by MOFCOM (2010); and Measures on Review of Concentrations issued by MOFCOM (2010) with which it gives the start of a new merger control beginning.

5.1.2 Industrial policy interference

Here I should stress the problem which DEEs met because of the overlap of the industrial policy considerations and the competition. Major part of the governmental policy is taken by the considerations such as the employment, industrial development and other important stuff which is sometimes contrary to the competition policy issues never mind that their aim is also maintaining the international competitiveness. DEEs also should bear in mind the DEEs industrial policy considerations in the meantime of the policy

creation processes the same as Korea and all other countries did such as Japan and Germany especially where the Federal Cartel Office have the power to deal with blocked mergers and if they decide that the particular merger could be beneficial for the economy of the country they use its statutory-based ministerial authorisation mechanism to allow it. This kind of intervention same as subsidies made on behalf of the country to a particular national company could lead to distortion of competition in local markets but sometimes the treatment has its advantages and benefits when local national firms are involved in a merger activity because in this way they are free to expand the market and aim at giving free flow of the considerations stated above. There is a strong disparity between the competition considerations and the non-competition considerations which are mostly favoured by the government in case of controlling the mergers and important here is the relationship between the merger control and the foreign investments to local firms.

5.1.3 Lack of resources

We already discussed above that merger control is widely developed in the emerging globalization and DEEs lack resources and knowledge to deal with it. DEEs had financial difficulties due to the lack of resources because of the fact that they were not enough experienced and unable to deal with the budgetary issues on time. They never thought about the merger control as an issue with a central importance and often considered it together with the other concerns of cartel enforcement, competition support and abuse of dominance which was already experienced in Singapore. What I discussed already is that necessary knowledge is required on behalf of the competition authorities in many different areas of economy and law and closer look should be taken as to the international merger control transactions where supplementary knowledge different from the one already get is required both in law and economics does not matter that they thought as unnecessary to be involved in the cross-border merger. The thing that should be concern as well is that cross border merger is slightly different and requires deep assessment which involves certain time limits, necessitates greater communication between the authorities, between the merging companies and between all the parties involved and the

---
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less attention which was paid made the process harder. The satisfactory resources and knowledge are ‘extremely important in order to effectively assess the cross-border merger in question and to interact with foreign competition officials involved in assessing this merger, possibly through bilateral links…and achieving economic development and international competitiveness.’ And changes already began when more and more students and professionals decided to focus and study competition law which led to more adequate specialists in the field with the expected capabilities which will fill the gap of the needed workforce in future and would battle the competition problems quickly and effectively even without the involvement of DEEs. The things slightly turn into a positive way and more and more competition authorities ‘invest significant efforts in recruiting, in maintaining their work force and in reducing the incentives for their young officials to leave for other career opportunities in the private or academic sectors.’ An examples of a competent authority which have enough background on the foreign affairs is the case Oded Lavie vs Director of Antitrust Authority in Israel about an abuse of dominant position which brings to an end any chance of further involvement on international level and concerns the fact that the Israeli Antitrust Authority (IAA) already has a background on the foreign issues and affairs which help them to prevent the firm from unworthy foreign action. Some of the authorities favour the reliance on foreign actions that could escape possible future conflicts with the competition authorities but other do not want to consign to the foreign authorities because actually it will not give them the expected solution to the problems associated with the cross-border merger. The problem is with the fact that foreign authorities often do not share the same competition protecting aims and they have no interest in maintaining the local actions as the one which should be addressed by the national safeguarding groups to ensure the effective competition on the relevant domestic market. As it happened with the case of the African countries Kenya and Zimbabwe, cross-border merger was completed without the knowledge of the
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competition authority in the DEE and it is not a single case but ‘many other mergers occur without the awareness of the relevant competition authorities’\textsuperscript{68}, but such actions are limited by the effective merger control requirement for mandatory notification which made the system more reliable and effective than in the past.

5.2 Inadequate legal framework

When there is no appropriate competition law provided by DEEs the competition authorities face a serious problem in dealing with the mergers in law perspective. There should be something more than simple law rules to prohibit the occurrence of threats out of the merger and an example is the Egyptian competition law\textsuperscript{69} which has whole well-structured and developed system of comprehensive regulations such as notification mechanism, co-operation between authorities and merging parties scheme, as well as a clear pattern of the powers of the competition authorities and obligations of the parties engaged. We already discussed that the slow process of implementation of the competition law regime in a DEEs often led to delays in the merger control as well.

5.2.1 Implementation problems

In addition, there is a problem with the implementation process of the competition law regime on behalf DEEs and this makes the cross-border control process really slow and unefficient, moreover when DEEs are not paying enough attention to such an important things as the necessary and reliable expertise and knowledge as well as maintaining the relationship between the parties (Commission, authorities and merging bodies). There are many examples of countries with a slow systems which enact its competition law and regulations for many years due to lack of certain body to proceed with them and such is the case with one of the competition declarations of China which came into force twenty years (2011) after the proposal. However, the difficulties could not be solved until there is a unified system for translation (the changes in Europe I already discussed above) or
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certain regulations which could make the implementation process easier such as a new body or agency which will maintain the correspondence between the parties and will help as a the relevant process. Such body is the Competition Authority in Egypt which receives notifications and is empowered under the Egyptian law on the Protection of Competition.

5.2.2 Problems with foreign direct investments

The major aim of the foreign direct investment (FDI) is to obtain non-mobile proficiencies. It is of a key importance for the growth in the global business. FDI provide firms with new opportunities, new markets, cheaper facilities, ability to develop their technology and programs as well as access to additional knowledge and professionals in order to develop their business.\textsuperscript{70} Its internationalization aim was recognized by many countries and organisations such as the World Bank which is a key player trying to secure the fair competition on the market as a whole global process through monitoring, facilitating and restricting (if there is a need) the foreign investments. There are two main opinions that the foreign investments benefit both the home and host state and the opposite which follows the idea that out of the investments ‘multinational conglomerates are able to wield great power over smaller and weaker economies and can drive out much local competition.’\textsuperscript{71} FDI is accepted differently from all the countries but it is mostly argued that it gives opportunities to small firms to become more active in the international business. There are few options, first is a weak economy which allow the foreign firms to spread their business and develop it into the DEE. This firms use the FDI as an instrument to develop technologically and ensure their competitive position on the market. There are many examples of countries which implement a special competition procedure to attract more FDIs but on the other hand others forsee the FDIs as a threat and impose various regulations to control their presence on the market. However, this did not mean that the DEEs which are trying to attract FDIs don’t have regulations and measures such as taxes
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in form of customs levies to control them. There is a certain need of regulation in such case of encouraging FDIs and as much are they as less is the ability of the government to control the whole cross-border process effectively. Nevertheless, the FDI aim at encouraging the economic and technological development, high quality products and services, better prices as well more work places created but it should be made by carefully imposing certain regulations not to allow to one specific firm to gain the benefits and establish itself as a monopoly on the relevant market. One of the forms in which FDI operate is when new foreign firm is established and has operation on the domestic economy of the firm which is before that acquired by another foreign firm which did not mean that before that the old foreign firm (acquirer) had no operation in the DEE. There are merger cases like this when there is no possibility for the government to take decisions about the investment made and cannot stop the acquirer from acquiring a domestic firm. In such situation the competition authority is the one who has grounds to impose measures or limitations on the merger and both with the government could decide to raise an issue or not in dealing with foreign firms. The existence of effective merger control regimes and effective competition in DEEs cannot bar the FDI or stop it from further operation. Moreover it ensures a well-established secured business area with regulations which can work as a help to the FDI. An example is the case of Coca-Cola and Schweppes Zimbabwe where a renovated plan for bottles had been developed and transferred to a local firm as a part of the conditional clearance merger of the Zimbabwe Competition Authority.  

It is well established believe that things are interconnected and using instead which mean that the economy will not develop further if there is no FDI and FDIs need certain DEEs in which markets to operate and with certain authorities to correspond. ‘Nonetheless, there is a prevailing view that the lack of such control or enforcement can prove to be particularly attractive to such firms as a good environment to invest in.’

6. Problems and solutions in Co-operation, jurisdiction and remedies areas

---


However, the discussion went, the co-operation between the Authorities, the commission and the merging parties, the jurisdiction in which DEEs belong and remedies which they are able or not able to impose are very important issues that I should take a look at this matters into the merger control more closely now because DEEs are confronted with various different obstacles. First, DEEs should stare at the merger control as an important issue of high practical significance in the area of regulation, notification for the merger both voluntary and mandatory (jurisdiction) and the remedies.

6.1 Co-operation between competition authorities – multilateral, regional, bilateral

6.1.1 Multilateral co-operation

I already said that there are three main types of co-operation between authorities: multilateral, regional and bilateral (as the key one) which are of a high importance to the DEEs. I would say that the multilateral co-operation dated back first in the competition law regime with the idea and creation of the first ineffective international trade organization WTO\textsuperscript{74} in 1990s with the aim to supervise the international relations on the market, restrict the anti-competitive behavior and create obligations between the authorities as a sort of co-operation under the multilateral agreement which I found out as a difficult in practice co-operation in law. This way of multilateral co-operation is known since the UN adopted its Set on Multilaterally Agreed Rules and Principles\textsuperscript{75}. But there is another sort of co-operation under the ‘soft law’ without concluding any form and binding agreements between the parties which became more popular and efficient because it lacks the formalities required for the hard-law multilateral co-operation and that is why it become more beneficial after the founding of the International Competition Network. Soft-law is really helpful and important for the DEEs in order to overcome the problems when there are major differences between the findings of more and less developed DEEs especially when there is a need of an authority of less developed country to be engaged in a cross-border merger control actions and process together with an


authority of highly developed economy.\textsuperscript{76} In such kind of co-operation a clear plan should be created in order to effectively investigate the area of the merger and a lot was done in this area which led to positive results in the end of 90s with OECD and the ICN. This particular type of co-operation has some clear advantages especially when compared with other forms, notably bilateral co-operation because it maintain all of the interests of the players in the cross-border merger with simple principles and ideas of harmonization and without imposing cumbersome rules or standards on DEEs and on the competition authorities but allowing them to implement and developed the best practices and take the positive experience only through recommendations.\textsuperscript{77} As a good example of gaining the best practice is the notification system in Brazil where the country use efficiently the help of the authority.

6.1.2 Regional co-operation

We could say that the multilateral co-operation system is not the best from each three systems but it is the most experienced and free waive one. On the other hand the regional \textit{co-operation} was a new types of dealing between the authorities but was not that effective as the old known multilateral one and was mostly used by the countries which were not only with regional existence such as the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN); the Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR); the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA); and the West Africa Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU). However, this regime of regional co-operation was still important for the DEEs for various reasons. An example of such regional co-operation was the merger cases Gillette/Wilkinson merger and the Coats Viyella/Tootal in 1989 which deal in competition grounds and were described in the OECD Whish and Wood study on Merger Control Procedures(1994)\textsuperscript{78}. Dealing with the regional co-operation often led to the discussion of three major models.\textsuperscript{79} First, the co-operation can be organized as a consultaion and experience sharing between the countries where everyone
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could provide a help to the one which have no jurisdiction on the relevant grounds and could establish more certain and effective competition merger control through unified procedure in all the countries. Second is the European model for regional co-operation which establish a network of combined practices of all the authorities together from the domestic competition agencies the same as the system of the European Competition Network (ECN). Next, it led to different arguments on behalf of the authorities as to it enforcement and development into the competition cross-border merger control system of DEEs, also aim at achieving procedural and essential law approximation and harmonisation among the countries by a compilation of their law regimes. As we know all the DEEs have their single exclusive system and this system could fit to each of them in order to achieve greater co-operation and transparency as a help to the trade development and economy as a leading purpose for the co-operation. Moreover, a central upcoming stream of harmonization at a regional level helps to improve the competition law locally within the countries. This can assist with facilitating the provision of technical assistance between the participating competition authorities to build domestic competition capacity. Such a harmonization of the rules on national level with a principles like one-stop shop \(^{80}\) (principle for transactions regulated on higher national level excluded from the lower national level regulation by the authorities), could be beneficial for the business, ‘which interested in reducing costs, having greater legal certainty and operating in similar regulatory environments.’\(^{81}\) The next method which was confirmed by the experience of the EU as an effective enforcement is the co-operation as a system when there are no jurisdictional grounds on the competition law in one country in cases of cross-border merger.\(^{82}\) Most of the problems which arose out of the competition law were solved after the issues were addressed to the EU models and interpreted in a global way. I could say that the regional co-operation actually many times impose more effective measures than the domestic one in case of cross-border merger cases but still no one from the systems is efficient enough to say that it works in a perfect way to achieve the goals. Whatever, competition law itself also play its role and should develop parallels with the co-operation system a strong competition law and merger control presence is needed in at least one of the countries involved in the merging. But
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moreover it is really difficult to foresee whether establishing a workable merger control system for co-operation in the countries would work the same way for the DEEs which do not have such an effective regime. But such a regime bear in mind that the most powerful countries could overflow a live force to the domestic regimes of less authoritative countries as to that they will reach a harmonization of their regimes. But again there are many doubts because of the fact that competition law is purely lacking or not enforced in some of the countries concerned. Achieving harmonization through well established and defined relationship between regional and domestic players, and between the countries and the domestic regimes is of a vibrant importance for the domestic regimes in order to allow them to effectively co-operate. With some kind of harmonization achieved within the region the relevant DEEs could come to a success but still there are many challenges which are based on the legal, political and economic gaps in the regimes and different conditions in the different countries such as the members of the regional organisation in the globalized areas who have major difficulties in trying to reach unification because all the groups did not start from the same level of economic development but from various such. Always when there is a need of unification of the systems and groups there is one leader with dominant position because of the higher level of his growth which often led to dissatisfaction of the weaker parties. ‘Alternatively, this may result in a lowest-common denominator approach resulting in a mechanism of little practical value.’\footnote{OECD Policy Roundtables (n 27) 35.} The aim of DEEs is to establish a widespread regional co-operation in the merger control sphere. But a fully developed regional merger control framework is not working without an appropiate steps to fulfill which include removal of serious political obstacles which DEEs face. The successful evolution of the competition law on the scheme of the country will depend on domestic successes by the countries in the competition law enforcement and economic integration process where its multifaceted nature meet the political divergences and the ‘functional’ restrictions and it has negative impact on the field of competition law and subsequently on the merger control and cause specific problems. Different countries have different grounds of operation in the area of merger control and that is why the regional co-operation is important in the way to introduce and enforce effective stable merger control which will fight the internal limits. This will bring the countries to a same level of development with equal chances if they take the basic rule and design it in a personalized way to be unique for them but on the
other hand in harmonization with the other countries. This is a reasonable way in achieving effective co-operation at regional level which is better than doing nothing in the absence of problems which arise out of the exercise of jurisdiction by regional authorities.\footnote{United Nations Trade and Development Board, ‘The Attribution of Competence to Community and National Competition Authorities in the Application of Competition Rules (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Geneva, 15-18 July 2008) TD B COM.2 CLP 69, 2} However, it is really important for the authorities to know how to operate with the jurisdiction, how to use their powers and strengths, to know the differences between the ‘community’ level and ‘national’ levels and whether they can get access to certain information when it is from center importance for the case (both internationally and regionally) and have a basic knowledge of the safeguards which could be useful for them in such a case when the national competition authority should minimize a burden on the regional authority for example.\footnote{OECD Policy Roundtables (n 27) 41.} The problem is not that DEEs did not belong to any such community but when they have grounds in more than one as an example with the African cases because usually one is bearing a risk to be discriminated when other gain the benefit. Sometimes we see that taking the example from the EU and implementing the scheme into the DEEs led to problems as in this case with the multi-membership DEEs which were motivated by the EU model and occasionally it is better to put a limit on such a transposition because countries did not calculate that to reach the harmonization of its competition law EU go through many difficulties in the merger control area and they should be ensured that demanding work begin for DEEs once they are ready to develop the competition system to reach the same result. Many DEEs are struggling to develop this system through putting many efforts but the work goes only on purely discussion grounds for now, ‘but implementation at the domestic level of regional rules or principles in many cases is crucial for this purpose.’\footnote{Ibid 41.} As an example where domestic merger control regime involve and implement important competition law regimes is the MERCOSUR Protocol\footnote{Geraldo Vidigal, ‘Enforcing Democracy at the Regional Level: Paraguay’s Suspension before the Mercosur Court’, (2013) Cambridge Journal of International and Comparative Law (2) 2, 337-339} in Uruguay and Paraguay which mean that establishment of an authority or agency as part of the proper institutional system on the domestic level with competent staff and enough knowledge is really beneficial for the right implementation. But still there are some problems which the regional co-operation face such as
uncertainty of the economic outcomes. The further struggle is that the merger control is mostly looked at from economic and political perspective and the relevant bodies forget that the major point which led to the effects is the law but it should depend on all these issues together and not only to focus on few circumstances. The last thing I will discuss is the knowledge and capacity that regional authorities should have in order to deal with the developments of the merging economies and mostly members of this groups are the small economies which usually even lack the necessary resources to establish a domestic effective merger control regimes and there is no possibility then to establish effective regional merger control regime without being in co-operation with others. Moreover some of these countries are so poor in the organisational issues and never have in mind to consider as part of the governmental policy the merger control resources question.  

6.1.3 Bilateral Co-operation

The bilateral co-operation is the key used type of co-operation by the authorities in relation to various different cases. Same as the multilateral co-operation could under an agreement (formal) or not (informal) which in any way do not mean that the co-operation did not exist because it could exist only as meetings and discussions on informal grounds between the countries and the parties. Bilateral co-operation is really beneficial for the competition authorities and unsurprisingly many critics say that it is the key one from the whole three types. Some of the advantages of the co-operation which should led to positive evolution of the markets and are the basic aim of the competition authorities are these that they improve effectiveness in enforcement and research; safeguard the interests of the state without a risk to injure the interest of the other parties to the relevant merger; help both the merging parties and competition authorities to establish a strong relationship and discuss with each other without even a need to provide them with authorization to access the confidential information. All these benefits for the DEEs could be found in the OECD Recommendations 1995. But there are not only advantages but some challenges which are met in the process of dealing with the bilateral co-operation in the course of a cross-border merger. I will look at that issues later in the discussion of the problems and differences between the formal (which became more and
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more after the 90s nevertheless but still they are unsatisfactory number bearing in mind the large number of established authorities) and informal bilateral co-operation including free trade agreements and memoranda of understanding which often contain all of the required sets of competition policy and the law but did not operate in the same effective way as in the competition law itself. The problem with the limited number of bilateral agreements concluded is again the lapse of required knowledge and evidence for the fact the only better experienced organizations are mostly those who choose to enter into such an agreement. The problem is that DEEs should develop a system to encourage and help such kind of specific co-operation agreements because then it led to better regional relationships between the countries. As an excuse for the absence of such agreements is the fact that the competition law issue especially in the merger control field is something brand new for most of the countries and they are not simply familiar with the system of entering into co-operation groups and agreements. The possibility of effective cross-border merger transactions as a result of the transnational firms which are working in different countries is visible and reasonable and I could say that the fact these firms have no background of relationships and knowledge with or/and about the authorities is justifiable. And the fact that more experienced authorities are trying to implement and enforce their rules on the less developed authorities once they start a bilateral co-operation or in the process of creating an agreement this may not be compatible with the aim of ensuring efficiency in the investigation by DEEs. All bilateral trade agreements have those concerns and it is really difficult to achieve a harmonisation for bilateral co-operation in the areas of merger control when there is such a big difference between the countries within one area. What I said above is that there are other issues in contrast to the advantages of the bilateral co-operation such as that there is a serious obstacle for DEEs to give an effect on the efficient co-operation in merger control area. And often it is impossible DEEs competition authorities to establish a co-operation with the more experienced once but not impossible when in DEEs there is a well-established competition rules and merger control scheme necessary for meeting the political and economic circumstances. This would lead to a possibility of establishment of bilateral co-operation agreement which will be beneficial for the both groups and it will be easier for the lesser DEEs because the basis for such agreement already exist in the policy of the relevant DEE. An example of such co-operation established with agreements are the
cases with Australia-New Zealand\(^9\) where really strong relationship was developed through the years which undergird their positions and similar is the EU-US\(^\)\(^\)\(^1\) where I could say that the only conclusion is that only workable competition systems with well-established jurisdiction between each other with some sort of an overlap in the merger procedures could enter into such an agreement. Even where it is really difficult for the DEEs to establish a good co-operation agreement and relationship with any of the highly developed economies they simply could continue trying to find a solution and even if they find it only for a specific enforcement action or just for some technical development it could still be beneficial for the both parties to have this link as an example is the Coca-Cola case again where there were some grounds of formal co-operation agreement.\(^9\) The formal agreement is needed in a case to ensure the transmission of adequate proficiency and means as well as harmonization of the both practices.

6.2 Jurisdictional problems and solutions

The main power of the merger is the jurisdiction. ‘As a process, merger control begins with the question of jurisdiction: i.e. whether a particular transaction falls within the scope of the relevant regime and whether the relevant jurisdictional requirements are satisfied.’\(^\)\(^9\) Not all of the time the authority is caring effectively the jurisdiction and if so then there is no further need from notification.\(^\)\(^4\) As it is not the case with the COMESA Regulations where a voluntary notification system exist and the authority is able to exercise the cross-border merger review which shows how important is the existence of a jurisdiction issue where all the actions should be notified. Whether the foreign authority or the domestic one should rule on the jurisdiction is a further challenge and this is important issue on which DEE should decide. In some jurisdictions which are engaged in
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\(^1\) Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of the United States of America on the application of positive comity principles in the enforcement of their competition laws (1991) OJ L95 47; Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of the United States of America on the application of positive comity principles in the enforcement of their competition laws (1998) OJ L173 29
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transnational merger the authorities could decide to act under the local merger rules for example.

6.2.1 System of notification

We already discussed above the notification system which is developed by many countries and could be two types - voluntary and mandatory. As voluntary systems are these in the United Kingdom, Chile, Australia and New Zealand. But when it is a matter of choice of DEE careful attention should be paid because many issues could come to place such as how big and developed is the economy and bear in mind the interests of the companies engaged in the merger. What is the link between the mergers and the jurisdiction and how high should be the competence and if it is too high could it led to the risk that some problematic mergers would escape the control in some kind if there is a wrong calculation of the material reasons? Yes, they could escape that but on the other hand increase in a merger notification could be made by setting low threshold limits and this could seriously implicate over the competition authorities in the DEEs.\textsuperscript{95} These standards again are unnecessary burden to the merging parties and usually did not raise to competition problems and what it is more problematic for OECD and ICN is to find the right set of rules and relationship in which to define the notification threshold and ICN confirm that it has serious doubts on this ground because the only known thing is that there should be clear and understandable objective criteria (turnover figures and assets) as the one found in the OECD Recommendation on Merger Review\textsuperscript{96} 2005 and no subjective factors for example market shares should be involved. Moreover, the basis that 'countries should assert jurisdiction only where a merger operation has an appropriate nexus with their jurisdiction and where the criteria for jurisdiction is clear and objective is by an interest to reduce the cost and burden on merging firms and third parties.'\textsuperscript{97}

6.2.2 Exchange of information between authorities

Something more that I should concern is the obtaining and transmission of information by the competition authorities provided by the merging parties as part of the notification

\textsuperscript{95} Lorenz, Moritz, ‘Legislative comment: the new Chinese competition act’ (2008) European Competition Law Review 257, 97
\textsuperscript{96} OECD Council Recommendation (n 76) 3.
\textsuperscript{97} Ibid 4.
process and there are many challenges that the DEEs authorities face when they should get
the information. To understand the issue some considerations should be placed in the
wider context of extraterritorial assertion of jurisdiction by competition authorities
-especially those of DEEs) over these operations\(^98\). The doctrine of extraterritoriality led
to various problems in the competition and merger control as it restricts the bilateral co-
operation but on the other hand it plays a leading role when there is no effective
multilateral scheme developed in the countries. ‘Extraterritoriality refers to a situation
where a competition authority or court asserts jurisdiction over a situation involving
foreign elements (such as behaviour, conduct or transactions of foreign firms). This may
be done on the basis of ‘effects’ produced on competition in local markets, or on the basis
of ‘implementation’ of the behaviour, conduct or transaction in the relevant jurisdiction,
or (in some cases) on the basis of the ‘single economic group’ doctrine (where although
the firm(s) concerned may be foreign, nonetheless they may own a local subsidiary). The
‘effects’ and ‘implementation’ doctrines are the main scenarios for asserting jurisdiction
extraterritorially. The former is used in the USA (and many other) regimes whereas the
latter is used in the EU.\(^99\) Extraterritoriality is typical for the merger control but
competition authorities in DEEs are still unable to use it in the cross border cases because
first they need to obtain the required information to further proceed with the review and a
challenge to them would be if the information that is important for the relevant case is not
located in the internal DEEs and when the company situated in the foreign DEE do not
want to provide that information to the authority an example is the Coca-Cola merger
case\(^100\). The problem here is with the mandatory and voluntary notification where the
mandatory override the voluntary one and what cause the problem here is the place of the
bilateral co-operation need which supports the exchange of information between the
authorities where the US – EU model is an example. There are some countries which
introduce a blocking mechanisms such as United Kingdom, Africa and Australia in
relation to the extraterritoriality by the US and even if the competition authority is able to
obtain the necessary information and reach a conclusion then the relevant merger could
be blocked or could be forced to resine which is difficult when there are no assets
belonging to the firm(s) in the relevant market and there is a little possibility for the party
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to succeed. Such is the case with Rabies and Vaccines merger\textsuperscript{101} in US where French firm had no assets in the US and co-operation was required by FTC of the Canadian Competition Bureau. There is real difficulty when there are too many key differences between the two jurisdictions where the one could allow criminal or civil penalty but the other not. In the end we could say that complete recognition of the doctrine of extraterritoriality was made by the US Supreme Court and ECJ in the case Gencor v. Commission.\textsuperscript{102}

6.3 Remedies framework – consultations and enforcement

I already discussed above the remedies which are really important for the merger control because without them the merger then will be better to be invalid rather then to be concluded if there is any challenge to the remedies to be imposed. But now I will take a closer look at the categories of remedies itself. Remedies are the instruments by which the merger problems are faced and eliminated in order to secure the emerging of the parties. Merger remedies are the same group of dealing together with the other possibilities: conditional or non-conditional clearance. OECD Roundtable on Merger Remedies (2003) and the ICN principles on remedies have a wide discussion on the merger circumstances. There are many types of remedies discussed by the UK Office of Fair Trading and UK Competition Commission\textsuperscript{103} that are involved in their merger control such as structural (include transfer or sale, yielding access to facilities of infrastructure or intellectual property rights) and behavioural (licensing of intellectual property rights, removal of exclusivity clauses in contracts with customers or price regulation measures) remedies which are two major groups. And there are other type of remedies which may include references by the competition authority to the government or proposal for change in the law which impose challenges for the competition enforcement in the relevant market.

Competition authorities favour structural remedies over behavioural ones because they have much more effective outcome when addressing any problem but behavioural ones do not need to be monitored. But in the end when remedies should be imposed all the competition authorities in the DEEs face the problem to design and enforce them effectively. Most often they prefer the structural remedies but a problem is with the fact

\textsuperscript{101} Case 891 0098 Rabies and Vaccines [1990] Fed Reg 1614 US, 55
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\textsuperscript{103} National Audit Office, ‘The Office of Fair Trading Enforcing Competition in Markets’ (London, November 2005) HC 593, 1 1.7- 1.10
that sometimes the parties to the merger do not have relevant assets in the jurisdiction of the DEEs and DEEs lack a necessary knowledge and resources and often have difficulties with implementation when the merging parties are the forcing power in their relationship with the authority. In such cases when companies want to exercise wider control and power switch from one jurisdiction to other. Moreover, the structural remedies could be uneffective and unappropriate when the competition concerns are related to behavioural issues such as contracts between customers and merging companies concluded under the exclusivity clause but the DEE in such cases do not have the needed experience to comply with these remedies as the case with the Mexico mergers\(^\text{104}\) where exclusivity clause cause a problem in different sectors of DEEs but there is no other chance and DEEs should operate under this behavioural remedies then. The Korea example is the one where the Korean Fair Trade Commission relled in such remedies as a part for the merger clearance in the majority of cases it reviewed.\(^\text{105}\) This case confirmed to me the fact that DEEs cannot exclude the behavioural remedies because they allow them variery of choices due to their flexibility and this is relevant for the investigation of the merger. Moreover, when there is no other options and the structural remedies are not avaibale this is the only elucidation for the authorities in DEEs to solve the case. This would also encourage the merging parties to comply with the ‘conditions and obligations imposed on them as part of the merger clearance.’\(^\text{106}\) Usually the types of remedies which DEEs should impose are based on the type of the relevant market and they could be designed to point out issues of vertical limitations as to the exclusivity clause discussed above. They could be also really costly remedies which requires more careful monitoring such as the actions which obligate the merging parties to license or establish intellectual property relationships, or grant access to facilities that makes the process too complicated for the competition authorities and that is the reason DEEs often prefer to escape to rely on the behavioural remedies. Especially when both authorities and DEEs lack enough resources to comply it is not beneficial for them to choose to rely on the behavioural remedies but if it is the other way around they can calculate the costs and sometimes this could be more

\(^\text{104}\) OECD Policy Roundtables (n 27) 49.
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beneficial for them to take into account all these conditions before designing their strategy on merger remedies.\(^\text{107}\)

Serious problems and difficulties in conflict considerations where remedies are concerned could arise if there is no appropriate relationship between the authorities in the area of merger control. Moreover, the jurisdictions often choose different conflicting view to proceed with the merger cases and if one decide not to deal with the merger cases and allow it even if there are some doubts other jurisdiction may take opposite direction to treat with it and progress with the investigation and review and carefully impose remedies if necessary. As many are the jurisdiction as many are the different ways of dealing with the merger operation and if some remedies match the expectations of the one it is not obligatory to do it with the other. The bilateral co-operation is the one which encourages the effective implementation of the remedies and lead to many positive benefits to the both merging parties and competition authorities in administrative sphere as well.\(^\text{108}\) It is difficult on the other hand to establish a well governed system for discussion and negotiation between the well-experiences and less-developed authorities in DEEs but it is only for the purpose to ensure the reliability between the authorities because co-operation in this area could be of a precarious importance for them. As an important this issue was discussed various times and OECD discussion bring the idea of ‘work sharing arrangements’ between the competition authorities first reported by the comments of Report of the US International Competition Policy Advisory Committee (ICPAC)\(^\text{109}\) jointly with the Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the OECD (BIAC) in the beginning of 20\(^{th}\) century which actually stress the aim for greater co-operation necessity and it proposed two main ways for such joint negotiations through which every authority will be able to express its concerns over the transaction and the remedies that should be imposed to be considered jointly by the both parties to the transaction. And the other proposal was for creating a unified jurisdiction which will help the parties to assign, discuss and design the remedies in the merging cases. The system is not yet clear because it was only left on discussion ground and a harmonized agreement which model will

\(^{107}\) Ibid 49.


work better is not agreed yet. The idea behind the lead jurisdiction is ‘of a multilevel lead jurisdiction model where a leading agency investigates and handles a given case on behalf of the other affected jurisdictions – and with their support – and decides a case while recognizing the legitimate interests of all affected jurisdictions. This ambitious idea combine the concepts of lead jurisdictions and multilevel governance and poses a number of crucial questions as to its institutional design and working properties.’ The extended version of the old standard comity principle is the new advanced comity principle that fast gaining the attention of the authorities and became a leading one. But how it works?

If in the merger control investigation and review are engaged more than one jurisdiction then the most developed and experienced one is chosen to be the main coordinator in the agency as stated in Campbell and Trebilcock’s Statement 1993. Its powers are wide enough to collect and share information between the organizations, provide them with assistance and encourage the process by ensuring that none of the interests of the mutual community are violated as well as it has no power to proceed with the review by its own and interrupt it in such way. There are expectations that the outcome of the process of discussion will lead to the creation of an effective and practicable system of ‘lead jurisdiction’ idea which will be accepted and beneficial for the both parties.

6.3.1 Monitoring and Enforcement

Both the behavioral and structural remedies required to be an effective compliance with the enforcement through monitoring by the relevant authorities as well as in the cases of clearance of a merger. Moreover the role of such monitoring is to check that the clearance is done following the agreement made between the authorities and the merging parties. The same issues arise as to the enforcement when the authorities should have necessary grounds to act if the merging parties did not fulfill the circumstances or its duties in the performing of remedies. There should be enough expertise and resources in competition law area to deal with the monitoring and enforcement because it is a cumbersome process. The two problems which the competition authorities face as to the monitoring and enforcement in cross-border merger cases is due to the fact that they have no access to the relevant information and have no resources to enforce the action when merging.
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parties did not fulfill their obligations. These problems can be battled only in two possible ways: by enforcing an action against a domestic branch of the merging parties but usually there is no such branch and the second that usually lead to more positive results is to rely on the co-operation. ‘In some cases, achieving success in enforcement actions by one competition authority in cross-border merger cases requires the assistance of foreign competition authorities also involved in the transaction.’ Such a co-operation does not work in cases with jurisdictions with too dissimilar ground but is mostly possible when the operation of the authorities share similar ideas. This is difficult to say for DEEs because they simply lack any competition frameworks that are so well developed that could help them to be engaged in an effective enforcement action in cross-border merger case together with the share-competence of other authorities. The other things that should be considered are the direct foreign investments, industrial policy and the non-competition which I already discussed above in the previous sections because the authority may have them in mind as a good direction in the process of monitoring and enforcement of remedies which could be a flooded water and cause a problem in the relationships with the companies which are not happy with this considerations. Moreover, differences in the findings could arise between the authority which should look after the relevant considerations and the government which favors certain domestic markets.

6.4 Conclusion

I would say that the merger control is really necessary for an emerging economy nevermind that it faces some difficulties in the implementation of the different theories among all the other branches of the competition law and policy this is the most important one. But what was did already should be developed further because otherwise this favorite system could be left long after the others which were almost well developed. Much more effective regimes should be established for the control of mergers both in international and regional grounds which should be based on already existed competition basis. There are no doubts that the soft law instruments are the one which are happily synchronized and approximated as well as the development of the regional relationships such as the bilateral co-operations both formally and informally which significantly grew up in the merger control area and have an impact over the transnational relationships also. The fact that some countries do not have well established effective competition law
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regimes led to the fact that they are unable to enter into a bilateral or multilateral co-operation with the authorities from other jurisdictions. But some of the countries which have efficient regimes and having a powerful regional framework were trying to dominate in this kind of relationships as having co-operation together with agencies such as OECD, the ICN and UNCTAD. Competition authorities decide to deal with these agencies because they expect to gain some benefits in the merger control process such as wider knowledge and offer them important understandings as well as help them to develop a harmonization with the other authorities and especially those who are more knowledgeable. Then they were more experienced and were lecturing the competition issues more commonly. In the end it was visible that none of the regional efforts lead to an effect then the problems goes to DEEs and how they will build their plan for cross-border merger control. They should establish a clear path which will be according to the cross-border considerations in the particular market and these circumstances shall be with no disregard to the competition rules of the DEEs. And here is the role of the competition authorities which again will be maintain regionally, bilaterally and multilaterally the relationships in such way as to have no negative effect on the economies’ interests. The co-operation may be helpful because it will give the authorities a significant power in dealing with various of different merger cases assisting them with technical and knowledgeable support in cases which include more than one regional group and various countries as in the past it was not possible and there are not many examples if even any where competition authorities in DEEs were engaged in a bilateral co-operation with most experienced ones. The DEEs should decide over an effective system for control of the mergers internally with any satisfactory provisions, guidance, regulations and advisory body which will assist the merging parties as well as competent independent authority to handle with the cases. But first they should look at the establishment of effective competition law which will actually evolve into an effective merger control regime. Simply it is easy because when we have the stones and bricks we could build the house. If there is one other possibility of an effective competition scheme in the DEE then the country’s merger control system should be based on sectoral basis and as an example are all the Chinese authoritative cases. Once all these conditions are fulfilled there will be no challenge which will bar the DEEs to be involved in the different types of co-operation multilateral, regional or bilateral in the case of cross-border merger.

7. Liberalisation
We really widely discuss the process of the merger control in cross-border mergers as a consequence which lead to different outcomes and which is closely related to the competition development and policy. But not only mergers and cartels are controlled by the public authorities but also all the actions involved in the competition market such as liberalization of part or whole of the essential services in the countries and the state aid approach in energy, telecommunications, transport, water and etc. I will discuss what is the role of the state aid in empowering certain private companies to operate with these services and what is the impact on the competition as continuity of the state aid point concerned above. This action is mostly known as ‘liberalisation’ and could be defined as such: ‘EU governments can entrust specific public service functions to a company, conferring on it duties, specific rights and financial compensation and they should follow the state aid rules and recommendations with which they should comply’\textsuperscript{113}. Liberalisation is the process which open tenders in public services for which the private companies could start internal competition. The Commission and the relevant authorities are the agencies which monitor the process and could grant certain powers under the government supervision where there is available place in the country region. They are the once which should ensure that there is no unfair practice and there is no monopoly enjoyed by any of the members to the auction. Only when there is no abuse of dominant position and unfair dealing liberalization could be granted. Moreover, I could say that liberalization allow the openness of the competition on the market. What are the benefits for consumers in such case? Liberalisation is mostly favored for the consumers because in the way to be more competitive the providers would introduce in the domestic market high variety of goods and services on lower prices with new and innovative specifications. This is absolutely ‘buyer’s friendly approach’\textsuperscript{114}. But in such case as to railways, electricity, networks and others strong monitoring on behalf of the relevant authorities is required in order to maintain the fair competition and give the consumers fair access to the network and choose the supplier they want.\textsuperscript{115} The Commission is the one that should ensure through its regulations that the public services are provided and consumers will not be harmed and no party will benefit from the monopoly position both as a result of the state aid and/ or liberalization. These special obligations and regulations
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could be found in the Commission’s 2000 Communication of services of general interest.\textsuperscript{116} Moreover it was stated that there a general need from clarification between the relationship between methods of funding services of general economic interest and application of the rules on State Aid.\textsuperscript{117} These regulations and consultations were followed by a Report\textsuperscript{118} to the Leaken European Council in 2001 where two proposals were made. First a specific framework to regulate when and in what conditions state aid grants and compensation should be given, what obligations these parties should have according to the service of a general public interest as well as a regulation which will exempt certain aids from obligations of prior notification as to these services.\textsuperscript{119}

7.1 Public service delivery

And here it comes the question how the private organizations will fulfill their obligations without imposing threat to the competition. Commission have power to control and may agree to grant a monopoly only in certain limited cases where for example it is important to guarantee the public service and acting otherwise could cause an interruption of the provision of the service and or when ‘natural monopoly’ is involved. But in the end the monopoly shall not be harmful for the other companies, the natural monopoly shall give them access to the infrastructure and the income from the public service shall not be used to finance any other trade tasks which could lead to ‘potentially undercutting competitors’ prices’.\textsuperscript{120}

7.2 Benefits to consumers and Commission investigation

To see why it is beneficial for both consumers and competitors to have a well-developed system of monitors and enforcement of the liberalization I will give an example with Denmark.\textsuperscript{121} As the question of liberalization and monopoly evolved highly through the years after 1990s three years after the start of the evolution of this process DSB a state-
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owned company which maintained the railways at that time in Denmark was forced to stop his operation when the government took a decision to allow other competitors to use the facilities or construct new once even around the Danish port of Rodby. Knowing the fact that more investments are necessary this lead to the decision to separate the provisions of the network in order to maintain the fair competitiveness in the country. In other circumstances it could lead to competition of prices when there is variety of choice consumers could easily switch from one to another service using that network in the port. What benefits actually consumers enjoy out of the liberalization process? First shown were the benefits in the air transport and telecommunication sector where the average prices have dropped substantially because of the higher competition. Long time after that influenced were the electricity, gas, other transports such as rail ways and postal services where prices have remained unchanged. ‘Some of these sectors depend on different factors such as the oil price and other consequences and that it why they remain the same longer.’\textsuperscript{122} But it is understandable and proved that consumers favor the lowering of the prices. Furthermore, all these games with the prices cannot be played without the interference of the Commission because if there is no monitoring over the price reduction this could lead to violation and harm to the other competitors. Commission is the one who through investigation in order to safeguard the competition on the market ‘can decide to prohibit a certain conduct, require remedial action or impose a fine, depending on the situation.’\textsuperscript{123} It is compulsory for the national authorities in the EU member states to apply the EU competition law together with its domestic competition law and if there is any anticompetitive practice Commission could act against the authority or the relevant company. The EU competition law as a whole includes a macroeconomic policy which tries to follow the aim for stability and growth of the market. This policy is combined with the liberalization policy which purpose is ‘to reduce the public expenditure with significant implications on the infrastructure development and public service provisions’\textsuperscript{124}. This is mostly a policy concerning the public sectors which should be encouraged to follow the regional planning and development process and maintain the public private relationships. All these considerations would lead to a positive effect on the stability of the market as well as will bring together the regional and territorial unity.
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In the end I would say that the liberalization policy aim was to invest into well-
experience agents and reduce the unemployment, poverty and eliminate the demographic
weakening. The employees rights become a central issue in Brussels after the British
example with poor employee relationships in the postal sector as a result of the
liberalization and the Commission was desperate to introduce to all the European service
sectors the ‘Country of origin principal’ which applies in cross-border cases where
services has no founding and first this principle introduced in 2004 ‘Bolestein’ draft of
the Services Directive (2006) to battle the negative effects which occur. Its aim was ‘to
allow firms carrying out contracts or business in another member state (not include
origine of the company) to only have to observe to the labour regulations of their homed
state and not the state they were operating. Trade unions demanded, successfully, this
clause be removed due to fears it could trigger ‘social dumping’. The threat of its
backdoor inclusion still hangs over many Commission initiatives and is in fact enforced
by the European Court of Justice. All these consideration were developed by the EU
competition policy in particular the EU regulation in state aid and liberalization of
networks and public services.

7.3 Results from the liberalisation

What are then the results from the liberalization? The benefits are mostly turn into a
monetary value which came from benefits for the consumers in cases where Commission
prohibit cartels or money from fines which are not included in the EU budget but are
beneficial for the countries. One of the most beneficial cases for consumers is the
Microsoft case where European Commission acts against the abuse of the dominant
position in requiring the customers to switch only to their products as a result of the
system which is made in such a way not to operate with those of different packages. This
measure taken by the most prospective US computer firm was contrary to the EU
competition policy and unable the consumers to make their own choice or choose product
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with lower price. This simply led to closed market and Microsoft had been unfair to consumers by depriving them of choice.

Another example is the case in 2012 with fined producers of Asian LCD TVs and computer monitor tubes €1.47 billion for extremely long lasting cartel - for more than ten years. The Commission ruled on a basis that there was anticompetitive behavior which directly influence the consumers as to the fact the parties to the cartel were fixing high prices and exchange sensitive information for TV and computer applications. Similar was the case when in 2006 and 2012 Ryanair wanted to merge with Irishnational carrier Aer Lingus which was prohibited by the Commission under the EU merger regulation because such leading airlines carrying one of the most important airroutes will give them a monopoly power and will lead to no variety of choice to consumers if they combine the two major companies in Ireland and United Kingdom.

7.3.1 Impact the financial crisis

As the financial crisis came many governments decided to subsidies different companies and putting others in such way in a unfavourable position. This lead to various problems which the European Commission is trying to fix in order to secure the competition on the market. The governmental support should be well dicussed and calculated and the Commission encourages the countries to take certain actions and develop certain rules in the financial and banking sector where the parties who will gain the benefit should strike the problems themselves first. Moreover to provide the EU governemens with certain paths the Commission has adopted temporary rules such as remarks on access to finance, state guantetes for loans, export credit insurance and subsidies loans which the government can use in preferable cases. All these measures aim to ensure that the competition will not be disordered because of the liberalization, state aid or other actions as mergers and cartels.

8. Conclusion

To sum up what we dicussed already in the paper I will start with the purpose of the competition policy. What competition policy is about? It is the instrument which is trying
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to promote the competitiveness on the market, as well as ensuring the sustainable development in the globalizing market. Its role is to create equitable playing field for all the businesses through meeting the challenges imposed by the government and all European and international competition organisations. We already discussed the role and cooperation of the international authorities such as UNCTAD, ICN and others in creating a closer network and connection in dealing with the different global cases and often such concerning cartels, cross-border mergers and foreign direct investments. I already discussed that there is a need from one multilateral system in competition policy that could possibly emerge from an agreement and this unified framework would lead to consumer welfare and encouraging the competition policy and law implementations in the DEEs. This framework should also meet the interest of both countries and authorities as well as consumers and focus should be put on the assessment of the relevant knowledge that they need to have. I also covered in the paper all the direct investments issues, cartels, parallel imports, anticompetitive agreement and mergers. All these measures are established to increase the transparency in the actions and provide the competition authorities with clear and easy access to information in order to safeguard the market oriented structure. The specific developments that UNCTAD developed in order to assist embryonic and emerging countries to implement and integrate the competition policy in the merger cases for example in cooperation with the authorities was of a key importance. Large benefit for the regional and domestic economies were the foreign direct investments for which specific scheme was developed to help the globalization work in consumer welfare and growth of innovations and technology transfer. On the other hand the concern goes to the global mergers which had no major impact because only few countries had adopted the competition policy in the sphere. Later on there had been a more centralized focus on the issues leading to awareness on effectiveness on welfare, economic and market power, as well market openness and short costs necessary both nationally and internationally. But the national agencies were really unexperienced and strong involvement and co-operation with the international authorities was necessary because many DEEs were faced with the problem of cartels, mergers and the abuse of dominance. They were able to enter into various co-operation agreements- multilateral, regional and key one bilateral (either in formal or informal way). These forms of cooperation allowed the effective adoption and enforcement of the competition rules when problems arising in the interference between the traders and the national authorities. Only in such way competition authorities were able to gain (without proper authorization
required), share and exchange information which is from a leading importance for solving the cases. The WTO, GATTs and TRIPs Agreements were really helpful models for such purposes because any even if limited unification will be effective. Moreover, the discussion went through the notification system which is important for both authorities and businesses and it is as we stated two types voluntary and mandatory. Various problems arise in the mandatory system and the voluntary one was mostly favoured by the parties. Remedies as well are a certain issue that requires further attention where the authorities, the Commission and the government should co-operate together when there is a lack of certain knowledge in the development of a certain remedy scheme and there were a necessity of effectively enforcement for which the OECD Roundtable on Merger Remedies (2003) and the ICN principles help because they propose particular changes in the law and the encouraged the co-operation between the agencies under the behavioural remedies which were less important than the most favoured structural remedies which include transfer or sale, yielding access to facilities of infrastructure or intellectual property rights and were used in the case of merger clearance for example. In a case that the remedies in merger control cases concern more than one jurisdiction I looked at the proposal for ‘lead jurisdiction’ which confirms to be an effective system for fighting with those jurisdictions which want to gain benefits from the monopoly they have because they had been more experienced in the process. Then it was found that the ‘lead jurisdiction’ could unify the considerations. I should state that monitoring and enforcement of the remedies is a substantial and relevant process that careful attention should be paid by both the Commission and the relevant competition authorities in DEEs. To sum up all stated above I will finish with the fact that the liberalization bring a new era establishing the movement for breaking a long standing public monopolies. This was the aim of the Commission to open the market for competitiveness and justice as well as ensuring the consumers and employees rights. Moreover, the aim was to ensure that the private companies will not benefit from their dominant position and impose anticompetitive practices to the competitors which would lead to closing the market as the same was the case with ineffective state aid subsidies which lead to a danger for the domestic markets as the government did not take the necessary measures to calculate and maintain the situation. But in the end the liberalization aim at achieving improvements in the living standards and the foreign investments likewise are the major engine for the growth of the economies which all is in customers benefit. Trade and investment liberalization is a leading part of the country’s plans to maintain and strengthen its future
stability and competitiveness and protect it against certain future shocks. The reform introduced by the WTO with the various internationally agreed rules was in interest of the national security, stability, welfare as it is the basic aim of the whole European world and partially purpose of the European competition policy.
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